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Abstract Mamdani’s inference has an incredible success, especially in areas such
as decision making and control. Yet, it is well known that it uses a min-based implication that does not verify classical boolean logic requirements.
This contribution aims at, in the one hand, exploring Mamdani’s choice from a practical point of view, and in the other hand, explaining the success of Mamdani’s inference from a logical perspective, by introducing a simple variant of the Generalized
Modus Ponens (GMP) that uses standard fuzzy implications.
In addition, this new formulation opens the way for new methods of inference that
have the same benefits as Mamdani’s.

1 The success
Fuzzy logic control has been very successful since its introduction in the second half
of the XXth century. Many technologies are based on fuzzy logic control, ranging
from large projects such as the Sendai subway system [14], complex ones as unmanned helicopter control [13] to everyday life tools, such as washing machines [1].
Fuzzy control is based on inference rules that, based on observed information, produce regulatory decisions. The reasoning uses the Modus Ponens principle to transform these observations into actions. Several of such control architectures exist,
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most popular being the one proposed by Mamdani in 1975 [10], [11]. Strangely,
what we could call “Mamdani’s Modus Ponens” uses a minimum-based pseudoimplication, which is well known not to meet boolean logic requirements.
This contribution aims at explaining the success of Mamdani’s inference though
it is not based on a standard fuzzy implication, by introducing a simple variant of the
Generalized Modus Ponens (GMP) with standard fuzzy implications. We begin by
exploring, in section 2, the particularities of Mamdani’s approach. Then in section 3
we propose a GMP integrating the observation-premise compatibility, that will not
only explain Mamdani’s reasons but also open the framework to new formulations,
presented in section 3.3.
The use of the minimum in the place of a standard implication (i.e. fuzzy implication that behaves like the classical implication, when the membership values are
boolean values) has been discussed and explained by several authors [20], [5], [9].
Among the answers, it is accepted that this particular choice corresponds to an interpretation of the underlying relation consistent with the cartesian product.
In this paper we do not dispute any of the known conclusions, we aim at providing
an alternative explanation from a logical calculus perspective.

2 The Generalized Modus Ponens (GMP) and Mamdani’s
controller
2.1 Notations
The classical Modus Ponens is used to draw conclusions from pre-established rules.
Thus, from an implication A ⇒ B (“If the light is red, then stop”); and given the
premise A (“the light is red”), we can deduce B (“stop”).
A ∧ (A ⇒ B) → B

(1)

In general, the observations are more or less true, according to the certainty that
can be attached to the observation. It is therefore important to be able to reason
with a “modified” observation. Approximate reasoning introduced by Zadeh [21]
relaxes the classical form, by dealing with observations that are not necessarily exactly equal to A. The Generalized Modus Ponens can leverage the underlying implication [5], [15] and uncertainties of a premise close to A, denoted A0 , to infer a
conclusion B0 , not necessarily equal to B.
Thus, Zadeh proposes to extend the Modus Ponens to any type of observations.
More precisely, the membership function of B0 is calculated using the formula:
µB0 (y) = supx∈X T (µA0 (x), RI (x, y))

(2)
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where µB0 (y) is the membership value of the conclusion set B0 obtained by the
Modus Ponens at set item y. µA0 0 is the membership function of the observation
set A0 , T a t-norm and RI a fuzzy implication.
Knowing that the t-norms are used as conjunction operators, the previous equation can be seen as an extension to fuzzy sets of the following tautological formulation:
A0 ∧ (A ⇒ B) → B0
(3)
We notice that the sup corresponds to the disjunction of all possibilities [9], since
we are reasoning on sets.
Moreover, we obtain the classical formulation (1) in the case where A0 is identical
with A.

2.2 Mamdani’s controller
Proposed in 1974 to control a steam engine [11], Mamdani’s control is based on a
formulation analogous to the Generalized Modus Ponens, and since then used especially in the field of control [4], [2], [3]. The first stage of such a controller, called
fuzzification [4], consists in obtaining data from the observations and translating
them into fuzzy sets. These observations will then be processed by a set of rules
governing the controller. It is during this phase, known as Mamdani’s inference,
that the conclusion B0 is computed using the following formula:
µB0 (y) = supx∈X min(µA0 (x), min(µA (x), µB (y)))

(4)

Then, the conclusions obtained by each rule are then aggregated disjunctively. Since
we are in a control situation and action is necessary, the final set is then translated
into a single real value. Mamdani chose the center of gravity of the set. This last
step is called defuzzification.

2.3 The paradox
We note that formula (4) corresponds to the Generalized Modus Ponens (2) when
choosing the min as t-norm and again the min as implication. Yet, it is well known
that the min, even though called by several authors “Mamdani’s implication”, is not
a standard fuzzy implication.
Several differences are notable, in particular, when the premise is totally false (i.e.
boolean case). In fact, in that case “Mamdani’s implication” will false the statement,
while a standard fuzzy implication will return total truth, as shown in Figure 1.
If we look at the domain covered when using fuzzy logic (i.e. [0, 1] × [0, 1]),
“Mamdani implication” differs from a standard fuzzy implication in the area where
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(a) Lukasiewicz implication [17]

(b) “Mamdani implication”

Fig. 1 Graphical comparison between a standard fuzzy fuzzy implication and Mamdani’s approach.

the second variable (logical consequent) is greater than the first one: shaded area in
Figure 1). In fact, instead of giving a high truth value for the implication, the result
will be low (or zero). These differences will have a strong impact on the behavior
of “Mamdani’s GMP” compared to others, especially when the observation set A0 is
very different (or even disjoint) from A.

2.4 Differences in uncertainty management
Depending on the chosen t-norm/implication combination (2), the uncertainty will
not be managed in the same way [6], [4]. Moreover, not all combinations are possible. Several constraints may be imposed for the choice of operators. Typically, only
the “identity property” is required, that is to impose to recover B when A = A0 . The
main possible combinations [6] under this constraint are listed in Table 1.
Table 1 Common viable operator combinations for the classical GMP.
t-norm
Lukasiewicz
T (u, v) = max(u + v − 1, 0)

compatible implications
Lukasiewicz
Kleene-Dienes
Wilmott
Bouwer-Gödel
Reicher-Gaines

Zadeh
T (u, v) = min(u, v)

Bouwer-Gödel
Reicher-Gaines
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Most combinations [9] will place a flat and extended level of uncertainty ε outside of the set (see Figure 2(a)), so that in the limit case where the two sets A and A0
are disjoint, the universe of the conclusion will be all covered by a degree of membership equal to 1. In contrast, Mamdani’s approach, as defined in 2.2, thresholds
the values of the set (see Figure 2(b)). Here, for the disjoint case, we obtain a value
of 0 for the whole universe.

(a) Lukasiewicz t-norm and implication

(b) Mamdani’s approach

Fig. 2 Differences in uncertainty management between inference models.

More precisely, we can say that these “flat levels” of uncertainty come from
the use of the implication. Indeed, as we have already seen, when the degree of
truth of the premise A is larger than the one of the conclusion B, the min does not
act like other implications. When the observation A0 is outside the support of A,
Mamdani’s implication will zero any output out, since it rejects the idea that the
implication based on a false premise can be true. But if we were using a standard
fuzzy implication, we would have a high value and using the sup we would obtain
the overall flat level of uncertainty.

2.5 Mamdani’s choice
The fundamental differences, described above, can have consequences that go beyond the interpretation given to the known behavior. In the case of control (and also
of decision making), the disjoint case is a particular challenge when non-Mamdani’s
inference is used. In particular challenging problems are the defuzzification and the
combination of results of several rules - both fundamental steps in control. The disjoint case may seem a limit case from a theoretical perspective, but in practice it is
rather often the case. In fact, noise or any non relevant information (for the rule) will
produce a disjoint observation.
If the sets A and A0 have disjoint supports, the result with a standard fuzzy implication will only depend on the defined universe of the conclusion. More precisely,
as follows from above, the conclusion set will be the universe with full membership (equal to 1). As a consequence, a value obtained by any defuzzification will be
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meaningless.
If we ignore the problem of infinity inherent to certain universes of definition, as for
instance distances, the problem still remains. For instance, let us consider in a control problem a rule that concludes with an angle to be chosen for an action. Then,
if the measure is out of scope of the hypothesis, the whole universe (from 0° to
360°) will have a degree of membership equal to 1 (with an approach different from
Mamdani’s). This will imply, after a gravity based defuzzification, a degree of 180°,
whatever the rule.
If Mamdani’s approach is used, we would obtain as conclusion an empty set,
which by any defuzzification technique would lead, in all cases, to an impasse (e.g.
we do not know how to defuzzify), but not to a random value (as it may happen in
the other approaches). It can be argued that the problem, in this extreme case, is ill
defined and defuzzification should not be applied, but the struggle will still remain
in a certain degree, for the approaches different to Mamdani’s, depending on the extent to which the sets A and A0 are different. In fact, in less extreme cases, we either
have an infinity domain or a bounded universe, which will influence the defuzzification, unless one chooses to defuzzify by using the mode [4] (i.e. by using the
point where membership is maximal). In fact, this approach is independent of the
universe, but unfortunately reduces the entire fuzzy treatment (during the inference)
to a reasoning on crisp values.
The fact that rules are applied for observations that are out of scope has been
already noticed by Moser et al. [12], who propose to check the support of the rules
to condition their activation. This solves the totally-disjoint case, but not the “almost” disjoint one.
In classical fuzzy control systems this problem is generally avoided by assuming
that in a large set of rules, at least one pertinent rule will be fired producing a less
uncertain conclusion, which - by conjunctive aggregation [8], [9] - will mask the
above mentioned phenomena. Conjunctive aggregation has been identified already
in the early days of fuzzy control [18] as being the proper way when standard implications are considered.
The debate of which aggregation framework (conjunctive or disjunctive), and
more generally whether Mamdani’s control or an alternative, is better, is out of scope
of this paper. The facts are that both have proven to be very successful. Here, we
aim at exploring the possible reasons of Mamdani’s choice.
Mamdani’s inference follows the disjunctive utilization of rules in classical
propositional logic, which is used, for instance, in expert systems or in logical programming. But, if a standard implications is combined to a disjunctive aggregation,
several difficulties would appear when aggregating inference rules. When at least
one observation is out of the scope of any of the available rules - even if in the same
domain there is a rule with a premise that applies - the conclusion obtained by a
non-Mamdani inference will produce a conclusion that dominates, disjunctively, all
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other conclusions (as shown in Figure 3). One conclusion will cover the space and
by no means any other rule will be able to unlock the situation.
To fully appreciate the advantage of Mamdani’s approach, let us consider a almost disjoint observation. Then the conclusion fuzzy set will be, in Mamdani’s case,
an almost empty set with strictly positive membership inside the support of the original conclusion, while, in the other cases, we will have a non-null membership all
over the defined universe, which will remain even when conjunctive aggregation is
used, introducing a similar universe-definition-bias (in a smaller degree) as the one
we mentioned in the case of a single rule.

Fig. 3 In a disjunctive aggregation framework a conclusion B02 (in light) obtained with a standard
implication for out of scope observation, will dominate any other conclusions B01 (in dark) obtained
so far.

Finally, we can say that Mamdani’s approach has the indisputable advantage of
being able to handle alternative (disjoint) conclusions, avoiding to cancel them out
with an conjunctive aggregation. Tthis framework handles naturally the problem of
out of scope observations (or noise), by producing empty set conclusions. The disjunctive aggregation of these sets, will de facto ignore the conclusions of the rules
for which the Modus Ponens should not have been, anyway, applied.
Paradoxically, Mamdani’s inference has several logical advantages that come
from the use of the min instead of a standard fuzzy implication.

3 GMP with observation-premise compatibility (GMP-OPC)
In the classical case, when the observation does not match the premise, the Modus
Ponens does not apply. By analogy, when the sets A and A0 are disjoint, the GMP
should not apply. In the same spirit, we propose a new formulation of the Generalized Modus Ponens with observation-premise compatibility, based on the following
framework:
(A ∧ A0 ) ∧ (A ⇒ B) → B0
(5)
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We note that this formulation is consistent with the classical Modus Ponens, since
we find (1) when A = A0 .
We propose to extend the previous logical framework to a set formulation, using
an element-based interpretation of the sets, which gives a mathematical formula
based on the sup and which is similar to the GMP formula (2).
µB0 (y) = supx∈X T (min(µA (x), µA0 (x)), RI (x, y))

(6)

Technically, we measure the compatibility by the conjunction of observation A0 and
premise A. It can be shown that, if we expect that A0 = A implies B0 = B then the
only viable t-norm is the minimum.

3.1 Comparaison of GMP-OPC and Mamdani’s approach
Using a semi-automatic demonstration process we have shown that the GMP-OPC
as defined in equation (6) is equivalent to the Mamdani’s inference (equation (4)),
for the combinations (of t-norms T and implications RI ) listed in Table 2.
In other words, Mamdani’s approach, with an implication that is not a standard one,
corresponds to General Modus Ponens with an observation-premise compatibility,
even if it is not obvious to see it, in the formulation.
Table 2 Combinations of operators for which the GMP with observation-premise compatibility is
equivalent to Mamdani’s inference.
t-norm

implication

Lukasiewicz

Lukasiewicz
Bouwer-Gödel
Reicher-Gaines

Zadeh

Bouwer-Gödel
Reicher-Gaines

Because of the large number of cases appearing (due to the max and min in the
formulations), we opted for a semi-automatic approach. A set of premises A was
defined, followed by a complete exploration of all possible configurations of A0 .
Finally, results from GMP-OPC (for each combination in table 2) and Mamdani’s
approach were compared.
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3.2 Properties
For any t-norm T and any implication RI , formulation (6) exhibits a certain number
of properties:
3.2.1 Property for A ∩ A0 = 0/
If A and A0 are disjoints, then B0 = 0/
Proof :
Since A and A0 are disjoints, ∀x min(µA (x), µA0 (x)) = 0
Then, by introducing this in equation (6), we obtain
∀y µB0 (y) = supx∈X T (0, RI (x, y)) = 0

(7)

Which is the definition of the empty set.
3.2.2 Property for A0 ⊂ A
If A0 is included in A, then the GMP and the GMP-OPC are equivalent.
Proof :
By definition of the inclusion µA0 (x) ≤ µA (x) Thus,
min(µA (x), µA0 (x)) = µA0 (x)

(8)

If we replace equation (8) in equation (6) : GMP-OPC, we obtain
µB0 (y) = supx∈X T (µA0 (x), RI (x, y))

(9)

Which is nothing else than equation (2) of the classical GMP.
3.2.3 Property for A0 ⊃ A
If A0 contains A and T and RI are compatible for the classical GMP (as defined in
section 2.4), then B0 = B
Proof :
The fact that A0 contains A implies by definition that min(µA (x), µA0 (x)) = µA (x)
Replacing in equation (6), we obtain:
µB0 (y) = supx∈X T (µA (x), RI (x, y))
A0

(10)

which is equal to equation (2) when = A, implying by definition of the compatibility that B0 = B, since T and RI were chosen to have a compatible GMP.
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3.2.4 Property for A0 = A
If A0 = A and T and RI are compatible for the classical GMP (as defined in section 2.4), then B0 = B
Proof :
Since A0 = A, we also have A0 ⊂ A and property 3.2.2 applies (i.e. GMP-OPC is
equivalent to the classical GMP). Since T and RI are compatible for the classical
GMP, we have by definition B0 = B.

3.2.5 Viability of combinations T and RI for the GMP-OPC
The combination of operators T and RI viable for the GMP with observationpremise compatibility, are exactly the ones of the GMP (table 1).
Proof :
If A0 = A, then we also have A0 ⊂ A and thus property 3.2.4 applies, which implies
that in that case (A0 = A), the classical GMP and the GMP-OPC are equivalent. Since
the viability is defined when A0 = A, the equivalence applies.

3.3 New GMP-OPC inferences
It is generally accepted [6] that the only necessary and essential property to declare
a formulation of the GMP as viable is the satisfaction of the “identity property” (as
recalled in section 2.4). Taking into account property 3.2.5, by comparing Table 1
(on the operators combination viability) with Table 2 (on the equivalence between
GMP-OPC and Mamdani’s inference), we notice that several new formulations are
not equivalent to Mamdani’s approach, but are viable. These new formulations propose variants of the most popular inference method in the world of applications, all
keeping its intrinsic advantages.
For example, if we choose as T , the Lukasiewicz t-norm [17] and as RI , the
Kleene-Dienes implication [19], we obtain the following formula:
µB0 (y) = sup max(min(µA (x), µA0 (x)) + max(1 − µA (x), µB (y)) − 1, 0)

(11)

x∈X

This new form of GMP with observation-premise compatibility not only satisfies,
by definition, the properties of section 3.2, but also addresses the drawback of the
classical GMP stated in section 2.5. The difference between Mamdani’s approach
and this new formulation (as shown on Figure 4) is that the new version may conclude with a set B0 more precise than B.
If we now choose Wilmott’s implication [16], with the Lukasiewicz t-norm [17],
we obtain the following formula:
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Fig. 4 Result of GMP with applicability of the rule for the Lukasiewicz t-norm and Kleene-Dienes
implication.

µB0 (y) = sup max(min(µA (x), µA0 (x)) + max(1 − µA (x), min(µA (x), µB (y))) − 1, 0)
x∈X

(12)
As before this formulation has the properties of section 3.2, adresses drawbacks of
section 3.2 and as shown on Figure 5 provides a conclusion B0 more precise than B,
but this time with some extra uncertainty compared to the previous example.

Fig. 5 Result of GMP with applicability of the rule for the Lukasiewicz t-norm and Wilmott implication.

Conclusion
Mamdani’s inference has had and still has an incredible success, especially in areas
such as decision making and control. Yet it is well known that it uses a min-based
implication that does not satisfy even classical logic requirements. Our study shows
that the fundamental difference between the standard Generalized Modus Ponens
and Mamdani’s approach comes from set elements for which the observation and
the premise of the rule are disjoint.
Mamdani’s approach has proven its success with a vast number of application,
not only in control but also in other domains such as decision making. The paradox
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discussed in this paper does not imply that Mamdani’s approach is “wrong” (neither
that it is better than an other one).
In this work, we propose a new Generalized Modus Ponens that includes in its
formulation the applicability of the rule, by combining conjunctively the observation
and the premise. And, we show that Mamdani’s inference, that uses a minimum
instead of a standard implication, is nothing but a Generalized Modus Ponens that
takes into account the compatibility between the observation and premise.
It is remarkable that this is true for a large number of compatible t-norms and
standard fuzzy implications. In addition, this new formulation opens the way for
new methods of inference that have the same benefits as Mamdani’s. In future works,
these variations will be studied in more detail.
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